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ABSTRACT. The positions of ice-stream grounding zon.es arc uniquely sensltI\T to
changes in the mass balance of the ice sheet. Present methods for locating grounding-
zone features are either imprecise or require considerable effort in interpretation and
so are of little value for change studies. \Ve present a new method which uses the
kinematic GPS technique to locate the position of the limit of tidal llexure. The
method involves the collection of at least two surface-elevation profiles along the same
track through the grounding zone, at different times during the tidal cycle. The
elevation profiles obtained coincide upstream of the: limit of flexure but di\erge
downstream of the limit of flexure. Subtracting the profiles produces a tidal-dcf1cction
profile which shows directly the response of the ice shelf to the tidallorcing.

\Ve present two examples of the use of this method, both on Rut/ord Icc Stream.
Antarctica. The first is across the: grounding zone and shows that the method is
capabh~ of measuring grounding positions to around 200 m precision. The second,
taken across an acti\'e shear margin, shows a tidal-deflection profile, with an absence of
steps that would indicate: the presence of fi-acturc: planes pent'trating fi'om the ice base
to sea level.

1. INTRODUCTION

SC\'eral authors (e.g. \Veertman, 1974) have noted that
the position of an ice-slream grounding zone is partic-
ularly sensitive to the thickness of the ice stream and so to
the state of mass balance of the ice-streamjice-shelf
system, or to changes in eustalic sea level. \ Vhere the
bed benea th an ice stream slopes down towa rds the sea
with a 2() dip, a [tirly typical value lor \Vest Antarctic icc
streams (Bentley, 1987), we could expect a grounding-
zone movement of around 2.')0 m to follow a change in ice
thickness of 10m. In many areas, g-laeier beds slope
upward toward the grounding zone, and under these
condi tions the position of the grounding zone could be
e\Tn more sensitive to mass-balance or sea-level changes.
Despitr· the knowledge that a significant alteration in the
state of the \Vest Antarctic ice sheet might be first
indicated by a change in icc-stream grounding-zone
positions, there have been few attempts to locate the
positions of current grounding zones with the accuracy
that \vould be required for base-line measurements to
which future studies can be compared. To detect a If!,o
change in the thickness of a 2000 m thick ice stream, we
should devise Inethods capable of detecting some feature
of the grounding; zone to horizontal precision of
2.')0-.100 m,

2. THE FEATURES OF THE GROUNDING ZONE

Stephenson (1984) and Smith (1991) discusscd a typical
grounding-zone configura tion wi th reference to R u tflJrd lee
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Stream, Antarctica. Smith's schematic diagram (Fig, 1)
shows that there arc se\'t'ral distinct featurcs within the
grounding zone: the point at which the glacier loses contact
with the bed (the grounding line I; the point at \vhich the
glacier first reaches hydrostatic equilibrium; the limit of
tidal flexing~ and the zone of actiw strand cracking. Gi\C1I

that the ice in the grounding zone has some flexural
strength, the groundi ng line must be land\\'ard of the
hydrostatic point. Likewise, the grounding line must lie
seaward of the llexing limit. It seems reasonable that strand
cracks should not appear liu abo\'e the llexing limit since
they are themseh-cs formed by flexing.

The method described here can be used to determine
only the limit of flexure. There remains no prO\'en method

Ice Shelf
~

Sea Water

F(g. 1. Schematic grounding zone slu!lcing, th!' limit of
jlexure ( F), the grounding line (C;), the l~)'drostatic f}oilll
( H), th!' jJoint of gradient chang!' (I) alld the region our
which strand cracks lIl~r be e\jJ('(led. AJter Smith (1991)
and eXjJ('(ledfor Rutford fee Siream.
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Table I. S'ummal}' ole,\timate5 olthe precision allocating grollnding-zonefeatures (F, G, Hand 1 defi'ned in Fi,gure I) ~)!

the z'a/,iolls terhnilJlles desuibed in section 3for Rlltfimllce Stream, * implies that the method is theoreticalfv not capable of
locating this feature of the grounding ZOl/e

Technique F G H 1 Referenre

Yisible satellite imagery * *
Stra nd cracks 2000m *
Tiltmr>tfT IOOOm *
Satellite altimetr~ * *
Optical In'dling * *
Interferometric SAR Sam *
R ad io-echo/seismic * 500-1000 m
Kinematic GPS 200-500 m *

*
*
*

km
1-100 m

*
*
*

500-5000 m

*
*

knl
1-100 m

*
*
*

Swithinbank and others, 1988
Str>phf'nson, 198/1
Stephenson, 1984; Smith, 1991
Partington and others, 1987
Smith. 1986
Goldstein and others, t 9~j3
Smith. 1991
This study

of precisely locating the point o[ contact with the bed :the
g-rounding line!, although this can be inferred with
limited accuracy from the position of flexing limit and
hnlrostatic point. Seismic and radio-echo sounding may
prove usefid in locating grounding lines, but a simple
argument invoking Fresnel diffraction shows the limit of
the precision available without recourse to complex
migration techniques. For Rutford Jee Stream, with a
thickness o[ around 2000 m, seismics at around 200 Hz
\\()\]Id have a footprint of around 260 m, aQd at 60 l\lHz
around 100 m.

3. PREVIOUS METHODS OF LOCATING
GROUNDING ZONES

3.1. Visible imagery

\'isiblc satellite imagery has been widely used to locate
grounding zonr>s f(lr mapping purposes, For f'xamplc,
S\\'ithinbank and others (1988) showed that most of the
grounding zones around Fikhnt'l' Ronne Ice Shelf could
be mapped fi'om Landsat TM imagf'ry, Unfortunately,
the hardest sections to map were those across the ice
strearns, where the change in surface gradients between
groundf'd and floating icc arc very small. For the image of
Reco\'ery Glacier, f(:ll' example, it would be hard to locate
the grounding; zonf' to less than .'i km,

3.2. Strand cracks

Strand cracks arc fractures in the surface of a glacier that
occur in the grounding zone and arf' caused by thf' tidal
displacf'mf'nt of the icc shelf Strand cracks have been used
as an indication of the position o[ grounding zones
I Str>phenson, 1984: Thomas and others, 1988) but there
arc limitations on their usefulness for precise location o[
grounding, Arti\'e strand cracks can be as narrow as I cm
\\'hr>n fullv opr>n and evr>n to an observer on foot thcy can
be diflicult to find, During this stud~ on Rutford Ice
Stream, many previously obvious strand cracks wr>re
completr>lv hidden to the eye [or several days by a fall of
snm\', Furthermore. acti\'e strand cracks were seen to
extr>nd mTr a horizontal distance of2 km (equivalent to the
ice thickness at this point! both upstream and downstream
of the h\Clrostatic point, and thr>ir orient-ation was highly

variable, It docs appear, however" that the most la nd ward
strand cracks lic close to the limit of flexure,

3.3. Tiltmeter

Tiltmeters capable of measuring angles to tens of
microradians have been used on Rutford Ice Stream
and Doake Ice Rumples by Stephenson (1984) and Smith
(1991) to measure the periodic tilting due to ocean tides
within the grounding zone, By modelling thr> amplitudes
of the tilt signals obtained, Stephenson and Smith have
estimated the limit o[ilexure, UnfiJrtunatcly, this method
rr>quires time-consuming data collection and gives
positions [or the limit of flexure that are sensitive to the
strength parameters used in the models,

3.4. Satellite altimetry

Partington and others (19871 used Seasat altimetry to
locate the change in surface slope that marks the grounding
zone around the lateral margins of Amery Icc Shelf. They
used two methods to determine the exact position which
agreed to around 600 m. As with visible satellite imagny,
this method is suitable only [or grounding zones that show
a strong change in surface slope,

3.5. Interferometric SAR

Recent developments in interferometric analysis of satellite
synthetic-aperture radar :SARj imagery show that ground-
ing zones can be located by comparison of phase in images
collected at different states of the ocean tide (Goldstein and
others, 1993!, The method promises to be widely applicable
but may only yield the positional accuracy required for
change studies when SAR targets (probably corner-cube
rdlectors: arc deployed within the study area.

4. KINEMATIC GPS

4.1. Background

The simplest method for determining the trajectory of' a
moving \'Chicle by G PS uses a single G PS receiver to read
the coded information on signals Ii'om the Na\'star
satellitcs. This information contains ephemeris data f()r
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the satellite transmitting it and clock signals to give the
time of the transmission. Simultaneous tracking of four
salellites enables the receiver to calculate so-called
pseudo-ranges for each of the satellites, and then the
frwr unknown coordinates: latitude, longitude, ellipsoidal
height and time. The calculated position can be recorded
directly. The precision available from this technique is
strictly con trolled by the U. S. mili tary and varies from
approximatdy 30 to 100 m.

This precision in the trajectory determination can be
improved by a nurnber of methods, the most usual being a
diflerential technique. Here, a second GPS receiver
records the satellite transmissions simultaneously at a
known base station, whilst the rover is travelling. The
l)seudo-range data from both receivers is processed
together after the event. This post-processing" allows
correction fiJr imprecise broadcast ephcmcris, clock
signals and atmospheric/ionospheric variations. In this
way, the precision of the rover trajectory may be
improved to a few metres.

"Kinematic GPS" (Hofrnann-\Vellenhof and others,
IClCl2), more correctly "carrier-phase GPS" (Remondi,
1985; Minkel, 1989) is now well established and routinely
applied in commercial and research applications but has
not yet been widely used in glaciology, although \Vhillans
and olhers (1990; showed its potential. This method is
distinct fi'om either of the previous methods and allows
the rover trajectory to be measured to centimetre
precision. As in the diITeren tia I method, two receivers
are used, the base station and the rover. The receivers
used must be specifically designed for carrier-phase
measurement, since they are required to strip away the
coded information on the G PS broadcasts and track the
relative phase of the carrier signals from the visible
satellites. The data recorded in the receivers consist of the
relative phases of signals from each satellite. Changes in
the relative phase occur as a result of changes in relative
positions of the satellites and changes in the positions of
the receivers. Post-processing of the phase data from the
two receivers allows the trajectory of the rover lo be
calculated. HotInann-\Vellenhofand others (1992) gave a
brief description of the mathematical aspects of the
technique but, given reliable post-processing software,
the user need not be fldlv conversant with it.

The initial phase ambiguity between the receivers can
be resolved in several ways. Here it was done by the
"antenna-swap" method, in which the receivers record
data for a fCw minutes and then the positions of their
antennae arc swapped and there is a second period of
data recording, and the antennae are returned to their
original positions. In this study, two tribrachs on fixed
tripod mounts were used. This procedure provides
suflicient data to solve the initial phase ambiguities.

4.2. Limitations on use of the kinematic GPS
method

The kinematic GPS method relies on the uninterrupted
tracking of the satellite signal and so at least five Navstar
satellites must be visible throughout the session. Four are
required for position and time solution and one to allow
for error identification. In practice, it is wise to choose a
period during which seven or more satellites are visible,
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Since this reduces the likelihood of undetected cycle slips
and allows the isolation ofcyele slips to one satellite. Since
there are currently 24 :\lavstar satellites in the constel-
lation, this is not a very restrictive requirement.

During thc 1992-Cl3 season, it was found thal if the
roving antenna was subjected to persistent vibration,
although lock on the satellites signals was not lost,
ambiguities in the solution wcrc found to multiply until
the position was unreliable. To reduce this problem, the
GPS antcnna should be isolated fi'om as much vibration
as possible. A similar failure gencrally occurred if the
kincmatic session was too long. A practical rule of thumb
was found to be that the session should not exceed 2 h.

4.3. Field procedure

The field work described below was conducted during the
1992-93 summer fidd season using Ashtech :\lD XII
receivers and post-processed using the Ashtech GPPS
software package. The base-station antenna was mounted
on a tripod with its legs buricd in the snow and which
remained fixed throughout the duration of the exper-
iment. The roving antenna was mounted on a 1.5 m long
3 em diameter aluminium pole which was securelv fixcd
and braced on the back of a Skidoo.

The state oflock of the satellite was continually monirorcd
during the sessions and it was found that, gi\Tn a smooth
surhce, thc Skidoo could be dri\'en at 25 krn h I without loss
of lock. In areas of particularly high or hard sastrugi this
speed was reduced, sometimes to as low as 5 km hi. .

By inspection of the calculated trajectory Ii'om periods
during the session when the Skidoo was stationan", we
estimatc the uncertainty in position due to the kinematic
GPS method alone to be around ± 3 cm. This figure
includes both the observation error and the uncertainty
introduccd by the post-processing software. From repeated
profiles on g~ounded icc, we estimate that the method of
mounting and driving introduces a fllrther ± 8 cm.

4.4. Investigation of tidal flexure with kinematic
GPS

For the investigation of tidal tlexure, we selected a base
station on part of the ice sheet expected to be well abo\"e
the grounding zone. From here, a route across the
grounding zone and out on to the tloating icc shelf \\"as
establishcd. The GPS sessions were planned to coincide
wi th the extremes of tide. Sevcral kinema tic G PS profiles
were collected along exactly the same route from
grounded to tloating ice across the grounding zone.
Exact coincidence of the profiles was achieved by driving
the Skidoo in the track left by the prC\ious session. The
tidal-detlection profiles were derived by linearlv inter-
polating the irregular e1e\'<llion data on to a regular
spacing. These intcrpolated elevation profiles were
subtracted to give the tidal-detlection profile.

Unfortunately, GPS has not yet complelely superseckd
the Transit system, which still providcs the most accurate
absolute positioning system where no reference station is
available. Post-processing with precise satellite ephemeris
can yield ± 2 m in precision (McDonald and \\"hillans,
1988). After the G PS experiment, the base- station tripods
were fixed using Transit Doppler satellite positioning
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5. EXAMPLES OF RESULTS

5.1. An ice-stream grounding zone
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calculation shows that the shear stress required to support
the hydrostatic anomaly is around 100 kPa. This is not
excessive when compared with the value of 700 kPa found
by Collins and Swithinbank (1968) hy the samc method to
be required to cause full thickness rifting under similar
circumstances at the foot ofReardrnore Glacier, Antarctica.

The result of the investigation shows that the limit of
flexing, and perhaps the grounding line, are very close to
the crest of the surface knoll. Indeed, the original
schematic presented by Stephenson is, since the ice
stream loses contact with the bed at the crest of the
knoll, not as thought on a downward-sloping bed. Thus,
the grounding line of Rutford Icc Stream is probably
pinned at this point. At least on this flowline, it will be
insensitive to small changes in thickness or sea level. The
grounding zones to either side of the knoll, where the
surface gradients appear more gentle, would, on reflec-
tion, have better sites to attempt monitoring grounding-
zone migration.

Fig. 3. Repeated elevation profiles and tidal-deflection
fila/ill' ol!er Rutford lee Stream grounding line (A-A').

The second inyestigation site was chosen about 30 km,
downstream from the first, across an active shear margin
between Ronne lee Shelf and Fletcher Promontory. At
this point, around 400 m a-1 of movement is taken up by a
shear margin 5 km wide (personal communication from
R.M. Frolich). The profiles presented here were collected
using a base station on Fletcher Promontory. Crevassing
across the shear margin made Skidoo access unwise and
the measurements were performed on skis, causing an
increase in the moullling noise to around ±10 em.

The tidal-deflection profile is given in Figure 4 and
clearly shows that the limit of flexure is between 200 and
500 m along the profile. This point is about 25 m above
the hydrostatic level of the ice shelf.

MacAyeal and others 1986) modelled the dynamics

5.2. A shear margin

\G~Rutford Ice Stream

....•••....••••• ~' A'"

..•••... ~: A'
~-~,

A"

Fig. 2. Grounding ::.oneof Rutford lee Stream. B~ld lines
indicate refNated kinematic GPS f;rofi'les: A-A shows
nample 1, the .grounding line; B-B shows examPle 2, the
shear margin. The dashed line Inmks the grounding line
gil'l'll kv Stephenson (/9R4).

The method described abO\f was first used at the
grounding zone of Rutfcll'Cl Ief Stream IFig. 21. Stephen-
son 119841 used tiltmeters and obseryatiotlS of strand cracks
to infer the limit of flexing in this area. He found that the
grounding zone was sinuous and passed around a surface
knoll [generated by a bedrock knoll). He used an elastic
beam model to extrapolate the tilt data and attempted to
map tl1<' position of the limit of flexure. Smith (1991) re-
interpreted these tilt data and used an improved estimate
for the elastic thickness. In places, Smith's estimate of the
position of the limit of flexure differs from Stephenson's by
2 km. This highlights the complexity inyolved in using
tilt meter data to map the limit of flexure and reliance
placed on the mathematical model.

.\lagna\·ox 1502b, 30 satellite passes, ±5 m) in order to
giye the suryey the best a\'ailahle absolute position.

In this study, repeated profiles were made along the
lines shown in Figure 2. The base station was installed at
the summit of the knoll. Figure 3a .shows the result of the
repeated profiles along line A-A. The tidal-deflection
profile (Fig. 3b) shows that the limit of flexure is bet ween
:JOO and 800 m along the profile. This is very close to the
summit of the knoll, closer than either Smith's or
Stephenson's estimates. The other two tidal-deflection
profiles, A An and A A'" (not presented here), show the
same beha\·iour.

These results were confirmed using tiltmeters placed at
the base station and point X. 1'\0 tidally forced tilting was
measured at the base station. At point X, around
400 Ilrad of tidal tilting was recorded, consistent with
the tidal-deflection profik.

[t is notable that the flexing limit occurs 2000 m
upstream and 50 rn yertically above the hydrostatic point.
Supposing that the limit of flexing coincides with the
grounding line implies that the strength of the ice sheet
supports a considerable hydrostatic anomaly between the
h\Tlrostatic point and grounding line. A simple shear-stress
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M ~ W b ~ ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~
Distance I km

Fig. 4. ReJJe(tfed elevation jJr~/iles and tidal-deflection
J)f~/i'le Ihrollg/z the shear margin belu.'efll Rutford he
SIU'IIIII IIlId Fletcher PIOIiIOI/IOIJ (!J Ii).

My thanks are due to the U.K. I\ERC Geophysical
Equipment Pool who loaned the GPS receiyers, C. Day
for his tireless assistance in the field, and C. Doake and
1\. Smith, who provided advice. Two anonymous
reviewers have greatly contributed to the quality of the
manuscript.

ddlection profile will in future be analyse:d in terms of
elastic-beam theorv.

Applying the: method across an actiye ice-shelf shear
margin showed the: flexing zone is about 3 km as compared
to 9 km in the gTounding zone. I t has still to be determined
whether this localization offlexure is due to strain softening
of the type described by Jacka and Budd (1989) or if it can
be eXplained solely by thinning of the ice: shelf in the shear
margin. However, de:spite much surfilce creyassing; in the
shear margin, the tidal-deflection profile obtained across it
shows that the response to the semi-diurnal tide is
primarily flexural rather than by LlUlting.
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6. SUMMARY
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on R u tford Icc Stream is much closer to the crest of the
surf~lce knoll than was previously thought, alte:ring our
picture of the grounding-zone ge:ometry. The tidal-
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